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Crystallization kinetics in the systemCaMgSi2Oe-CaAlzSizOs:
the delay in nucleation of diopsideand anorthite
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Geological Institute, University of Tolcyo
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Abstract
Dynamic crystallization experiments on three different compositions in the system
CaMgSi2O6-CaAl2Si2Orhave been made in detail using the Pt-wire loop method. The
nucleation ofdiopside and anorthite is always delayed under supercooledconditions. The
delay in nucleation decreaseswith increasingdegreeof supercoolingor increasingcooling
rate. With further increase in the degree of supercoolingor the cooling rate, the delay in
anorthite nucleation increases.The incubation time for nucleation cannot be determined
accurately becausethe nucleation takes place at random in some region of temperaturetime space.For a given degreeof supercooling,the region of random nucleationof diopside
is wider than that of anorthite. Interpretations using nucleationtheory indicate that steadystate nucleation occurs for diopside and transient nucleationfor anorthite. The steady-state
nucleation of diopside is verified by additional experiments to examine the nucleation
probability of diopside. The delay in diopside nucleation and the region of the random
nucleation decreasein experiments using Pt-Au capsules,in which heterogeneousnucleation takesplaceextensively.The effectofheterogeneousnucleationis alsoconsistentwith
nucleation theory. The delay in anorthite nucleation was also investigatedas a function of
initial superheatand its duration for a given degree of supercooling.The delay increases
with increasing initial superheat and its duration but becomes constant for an initial
superheat greater than about 40'C and for a duration longer than about 45 min. These
results can be explained by taking into account the equilibrium size distribution ofcrystal
embryos in the liquid. Someimplications of the experimentalresults for igneouspetrology,
such as estimation of cooling rate of magmas,effect of superheatingor supercoolingon the
textures of igneous rocks and relative ease of mineral nucleation in magmas are also
discussed.
processes.The systemCaMgSi2O6-CaAl2Si2Os
was chosen for the present experiments becauseit is one of the
Many dynamic crystallization experiments have been
simplest yet most fundamental systemsto simulate natucarried out to produce textures of igneous rocks and to
ral basic magmas. This paper deals with the nucleation
estimate conditions of crystallization of magmas (e.g.,
kinetics.The developmentof textures,the compositional
Lofgrenet al.,1974)Donaldsonet al.,1975;Usselmanet
changeof the liquid, and development of zoning of Al in
al., 1975;Walker et al., 1976;Lofgren, 1977;Grove and
diopside and Mg in anorthite will be discussedin future
Bence, 1977;Grove,1978;Lofgren, 1980).Many experipapers.
mental studies of the morphology and compositions of
It has been found by various dynamic crystallization
mineralsand measurementsof the rates of nucleation and
experiments
that many silicate liquids can be supercooled
crystal growth have been also carried out in various
to
subliquidus
conditions without nucleation of any cryssystems(e.9., Lofgren, 1974a,bi Kirkpatrick, 1974 ; Kirk(Gibb, 1974;Walker et al., 1976;Grove,
phases
talline
patrick et al., 1976, l98l; Lofgren and Gooley, 1977;
1978;Grove and Bence, 1979;Donaldson,1979;Gamble
Fenn, 1977; Swanson,1977).
and Taylor, 1980;Grove and Beaty, 1981).It is known
In the present study, dynamic crystallization experithat the delay in nucleation plays a significant role in the
ments were carried out in a simple system in order to
(Lofgren, 1980). Gibb (1974)
understand the detailed kinetics of the crvstallization developmentof textures
studied the delay in nucleation of plagioclase from a
Columbia river basalt and found that the delay in plagioI Present address: NASA Johnson Space
Center SN4, Hous- clase nucleation is dependenton the degreeof supercoolton, Texas 77058.U.S.A.
ing, AT. With a systematic study of the delay of olivine
Introduction
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nucleation from basaltic melts, Donaldson (1979)found
that the incubation time was dependenton cooling rate,
initial superheatand composition of the liquid as well as
on AT, and explained his results in terms of nucleation
theory. The delay is also expected to depend on the
duration of the initial superheat(Kirkpatrick, 1981),but
there are no systematic data on this effect. In addition,
heterogeneousnucleation is expected to affect the delay
in nucleation.
Nucleationis a statisticalphenomenon,so that the time
of first nucleation is not always predictable (Toschev er
al., 1972;Toschev, 1973).Gibb (1974)observeda time
interval of random nucleation of plagioclase.On the other
hand, the incubation time of the olivine nucleation is
almost fixed and is predictable (Donaldson, 1979).Lofgren (1980)pointed out the importance of the random
nature of nucleation to dynamic crystallization studies.
However, this randomnesshas not yet been well understood in geologically important systems.
In the presentstudy, the delayin nucleationofdiopside
and anorthite was investigatedas a function of degreeof
supercooling,cooling rate, and time. To evaluatethe role
of the physical state of liquid, effects of initial superheat
and of its durationwere alsoinvestigated.In addition,the
effect of heterogeneous nucleation was studied. The
presentresults, both concerningthe delay in nucleation
and its randomness,are discussedin terms of non-steady
state nucleation theory in which probabilistic aspectsare
taken into account.
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Fig. l. Schematic illustrations of the experimental
conditions. (a) Three different compositionsof starting materials
(Di8o,Di6,4and Di5e)plotted on the phasediagram of th€ system
diopside--anorthite.(b) Temperature-time program used in the
isothermal crystallization experiments. (c) Temperature-time
program used in the continuous cooling experiments.

spot of a one-atmospherevertical furnace under atmospheric
conditions. A Pt-Ptr3Rh thermocouple calibrated against the
melting temperature of gold was placed at the center of the
crossed bars to monitor temperature. Horizontal temperature
differencesat the hot spot were within t l'C. In order to examine
the effect of ATand cooling rate, two temperatureprogramswere
applied; after the charges were completely melted at
temperatures 30-40"C above the liquidus temperatures (i.e.,
initial superheat,30-40'C) for 3 hours (i.e., duration ofthe initial
superheat, 3 hours), the charge was either (l) dropped rapidly
(approximately2000'C/hr)to a desiredisothermal crystallization
temperature l0 to 250'C below the liquidus temperature or (2)
cooled
at a desired, constant cooling rate of0.33 to 530"C/hr.The
Experimental technique
former are called "isothermal crystallization experiments", and
Syntheticglassesof three different compositionswere the latter "continuous cooling experiments". The four chargesin
preparedby repeatedfusion and grindingof oxide-+arbonate the furnace were quenchedinto water at different times varying
mixtures.Chemicalcompositions
of the threestartingmaterials, from I min to 2 weeks in the isothermal crystallization
namedDiss,Di6oand Di56,are listed in Table I togetherwith experimentsand at different quench temperaturesvarying from
their liquidus temperatures.They are shown in the phase 1400 to 900'C in the continuous cooling experiments.
programsused in the two types of the experiments
diagramof the systemdiopside-anorthite
in Figure la. The Temperature
are
shown
in Figure lb,c. The additional isothermal
powderedglasses
pressed
(2-4
were
into pellets
mm in diameter
and l-2 mm thick) hungon Pt loopsmadefrom 0.1 mm wire. crystallization experiments using Di56were conducted in order
SomerunsusingDisswerecarriedout usingPtegAuls
(5 to examine the efects of initial superheatand its duration. The
capsules
mm in diameterand 10-15mm long) in order to examinethe charges in these experiments were melted at various superefect of the containeror the efect of the heterogeneous liquidus temperatures(5-80"C) for 3 hours or melted for various
and were dropped
nucleation.
Fourchargeswerehungsimultaneously
at cornersof lengthsof time from 5 to 760 min at 1420!2"C,
crossedhorizontalceramicbars(about15mm long)at the hot to a crystallization temperature of l3l4*2'C. Equilibrium
experimentswere also carried out by using glassy or crystalline
chargesof the starting materials (Table 2).
Run products were mounted with epoxy and were cut into two
Table l. Chemicalcompositions
(wt%)of startingmaterials
or more slicesto prepare thin sectionsin order to observephases
under the microscope.The run products were observedcarefully
wt%
0i80
Di64
Di50
under the binocular microscope before cutting in order to
Si02
52.03
48.92
48.17
minimize the error resulting from cutting in the wrong place.
Al z0:
8.19
14,96
2 0 ,5 8
Mgo
Ca0
Total
D i( n o l e % ) *
Liquidusphase
T e m p ear t u l e * *

1 3, 9 2
2 4. 5 8
98.71
8r.1

1 0 .6 0
2 3 . 75
98.24
5 4, 2

Di
1330'c

Di,An
r 2 70 " c

7.88
22.81
9 9. 4 4
4 9. 2
An
1 3 6 0" C

* D i o p s i d e c o n t e n t s a r e d e t e r m l n e db y I ' 1 9 0 / { M g o + A ] 2} .0 3
* * L i q u i d u s T e m p e r a t u r e sa r e d e t e r n i n e d b y t h e
e q u il i b r i u n e x p e r i m e n t s ,

Results
In the Dfus and Di6a compositions, diopside always
appears first followed by anorthite, whereas anorthite
appears first followed by diopside in the Di56 composition, except for isothermal crystallization experiments at
large AT. Forsterite appears in only one charge of Diso
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Table 2. Results of equilibrium experiments
T e m p e r a t u r e D u r a t io n
hr
Di80

1336
l3 34
1332
IJJU

t326
1323
Di64

Latt

r268
1268
1262
1255
Di50

1 3 72
I 364
1363
t 360
1357
1356

1 5 .0
45.0
62.9
28,5
43.7
167.0
161.6
75 . 0
290.3
278,9
2L4.9
95.7
99.4
100.0
a(

|

85.2
108,5

Starti nq
nater.iais
G

G
x

Ptooucts
gl
9l
gl,di
gl
9l,di
g ' l, d i
gl
91
gl,di,an
gl,di,an
gl,di,an
gl
9l
gt
9lrani
gl,an
g ' l, a n
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amount of very fine crystals of anorthite seems to be
present within arms of diopside dendrites. However it is
very difficult to confirm whether or not anorthite is
present).
Diopside appears from Di5s with a wide range of
randomness(Fig. 4a); in the time-temperature rangefrom
10-1000min and less than 1220"C,some of the charges
containingglass * diopside * anorthite are consideredto
be formed by primary appearanceof diopside immediateIy followed by entry of anorthite. The appearance of

(")

o,so

Starting materials: G = glassy, X = crystalline
Ploducts :
gl = glass, di = diopslde, an = anorthite

a aa
Lr D l
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a

cooled at 1.3'C/hrand quenchedat ll16'C. The crystals
of all phasessometimesgrow from the Pt-wires or the PtAu capsule walls.
The appearanceof diopside and of anorthite is always
delayedunder supercooledconditions. Figures 2a, b,3
and 4 show the delay in the phase appearancein the
isothermal crystallization and the continuous cooling
experimentsusing Pt-wire loops. The highesttemperature
in each figure indicates the liquidus temperature. Each
point in the figures shows a phase assemblageat a given
crystallization temperature (and thus AT) and run duration in the isothermal crystallization experiments, and
quench temperature and its run duration in the continuous cooling experiments,respectively.
I sothermal c ry stallizatio n experime nt s
In the isothermal crystallization experiments, no crystalline phase appears in the temperature-time region
indicated by GL (Figs. 2a, 3a and 4a). In the region
indicated by GLIDI, some chargescontain diopside and
someare still all glassfor Dim Gig. 2a) and Dioa(Fig. 3a).
In the region indicated by GLtAN, somechargescontain
anorthite and some are still all glass for Di5s@ig. 4a). In
the region indicated by GL+DI (Figs. 2a and 3a) and
GL+AN (Fig. 4a), the chargesalways contain diopside
and anorthite, respectively. The region of the random
appearanceof diopside (GLtDI) is wider than that of
anorthite(GL+AN). Despite the randomness,the delay
in the phaseappearancehas a tendency to decreasewith
increasingAT. On further increasein AT, the delay in the
anorthite appearance increases (Fig. 4a). The curve
showing anorthite appearancein the figure is C-shaped,
and the minimum delay (nose) of the C-curve is at about
100'C AT. Anorthite does not appear from Diss in the
temperaturerangeof the experiments(Fig. 2a). It appears
from Di6a as the second phase with a narrow range of
randomness.(Fig. 3a, and double circles with question
marks in the figure show the charges in which a small
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Fig. 2. Experimental results on the delay in nucleation for
Diso.Mineral assemblageswhich appearedin chargesare plotted
on the crystallization temperature (and thus AZ) duration
diagram in the isothermal crystallization experiments and on
quench temperature-run duration diagram in the continuous
cooling experiments. Symbols showing the mineral assemblages
are given in (b). GL: glass;DI: diopside;AN: anorthite; FO:
forsterite. The liquidus of diopside is at about 1330'C, and the
diopside-anorthite eutectic is at about 1270"C.(a) Isothermal
crystallization experiments with Pt-wire loops. (b) Continuous
cooling experiments with Pt-wire loops. The run duration was
measuredfrom the time at which temperaturepassedthrough the
liquidus. Dashedlogarithmic curves show constantcooling paths
and their rates are also given in 'Clhr. (c) Isothermal
crystallization experiments with Pt-Au capsules.
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ments with the Pt-wire loops (Fig. 2a). The delay in the
appearanceis also smaller.
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In the continuous cooling experiments, the phasesalso
appear in a random region (Figs. 2b, 3b and 4b). However, there is no systematic tendency as found in the
isothermal crystallization experiments; for example, the
range of the random appearanceof diopside from Di6a
(Fig. 3b) and Di5e (Fig. ab) is narrow whereas that of
anorthite from Di5s (Fie. ab) is wide. This could be the
result offewer data in the continuous cooling experiments
than in the isothermal crystallization experiments. The
temperature at which a phase appears decreaseswith
increasing cooling rate. Because the run duration decreases with increasing cooling rate, the phase appearance curves are similar to those in the isothermal crystallization experiments, but they are not identical to each
other. The anorthite appearancecurve in Di6aalso has a
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Fig. 3. Experimental results on the delay in nucleation for
Di64with Pt-wire loops. Symbols are the sameas thosein Fig. 2b.
The diopside-anorthite eutectic is at about 1270"C. (a)
Isothermal crystallization experiments. (b) Continuous cooling
expenments.
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diopside seemsto be random in the regions indicated by
GL+DI-IAN and GL+AN becausethe chargescontaining only glass and glass + anorthite are present in these
regions. This reversal of the appearanceof phasesis not
clear from the texture of these charges (spherulitic or
dendritic intergrowth of diopside and anorthite) which
would appear to show simultaneous nucleation of both
phases. As in the appearanceof diopside from Diss and
Di6aand of anorthite from Di5s, the delay in the appearance of anorthite from Di6a and diopside from Di5s
decreaseswith increasing Af and the anorthite appearancealso has a nose.
Effect of Pt-Au capsule
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Figure 2c shows the results of diopside appearance
Fig. 4. Experimental results on the delay in nucleation for
from Di66 in the isothermal experiments with the Pt-Au Di5owith Pt-wire loops. Symbols are the sameas those in Fig. 2b.
capsules. Diopside appears with a narrower range of The liquidus of anorthite is at about 1360"C. (a) Isothermal
temperature of random appearancethan in the experi- crystallization experiments.(b) Continuouscooling experiments.
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nose (Fig. 3b); anorthite appears with cooling rates less
than 30"C/hr(the lower half of the C-curve is not drawn in
the figure becausethe curve is tangent to the cooling path
at the nose). However, the anorthite appearancecurve in
Di56doesnot have a nosein the time-temperaturerangeof
the experiments (Fig. 4b).
Effects of initial superheating and its duration
Effects of the initial superheat and its duration on
anorthite appearance for Di5s were examined in the
isothermal crystallization experiments. Results are
shown in the initial superheat-run duration diagram (Fig.
5a) and the initial heating duration-run duration diagram
(Fig. 5b), respectively.Fig. 5a showsthat the delay in the
anorthite appearance is practically constant at heating
temperatures greater than about 1400'C (initial superheats greater than about 40oC), whereas the delay decreaseswith decreasingheating temperature at less than
about 1400'C. On the other hand, Figure 5b shows that
the delay is practically constant for heating durations
greater than about 45 min, whereas the delay decreases
with decreasingthe heating duration of less than about 45
mln.
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Nucleation theory
Donaldson (1979)explained his experimental results in
terms of nucleation theory. The theory of nucleation in
silicatemeltshasbeenalsoreviewedby Dowty (1980)and
Kirkpatrick (1981).However, random nucleationcannot
be treated in these theories because they do not take
probabilistic aspectsof nucleation into consideration. In
the presentstudy, the resultswill be explainedin termsof
steady-stateand transient nucleation and its probabilistic
nature as reviewed below.
It is believedthat a liquid contains"clusters" of atoms,
ions, or molecules, some of which have the structure of
the solid which can crystallize from the liquid (e.g.,
Chalmers,1964).Becauseof the surfaceenergyof these
embryonic clusters, clusters of the critical size have a
chanceto survive and to grow to macroscopic sizes only
within supercooledor supersaturatedsystems. In classical nucleation theory a chain reaction, in which a cluster
of i-atoms(i-mer) gains an atom to becomean (i* l)-mer
or loses an atom to becomean (i-1)-mer,is considered.
By solving steady-statesize distribution of the clusters,
one can obtain the steady-statenucleationrate, Ig (e.g.,
Toschev, 1973).
Ifa liquid is cooledrapidly to a supercooledcondition,
the steady-statecluster distribution can not be attained
instantaneously. If only monomers are present at the
initial moment, the transient nucleation rate, I, can be
calculated by solving the transient state cluster distribution as a function of time, t, (Toschev, 1973);

I=r,(r*2;

( - l ) ' e x pt - r t l a ) ,

o)

os I

s tonu,
ou,.t,fft.l3o

5oolooo

Fig. 5. Efects ofthe initial superheat
andits durationon the
delayof the nucleationof anorthitefor Di5sin the isothermal
crystallizationexperimentswith Pt-wire loops. Symbolsfor
mineralassemblages
are the sameas those in Fig. 2b. The
crystallization
temperature
is l3l4t2'C (Af : 46+2"C).(a)
Efect ofthe initial superheat.
Durationofthe initial heatingis 3
hours.The anorthiteprimaryliquidusis at about 1360"C.(b)
Efiectofthe durationofthe initial superheat.
Theinitial heating
temperature
is 1400t2"C(theinitial superheat
is 40t2'C).

where r, called induction time or non-steady-statetime
lag, is a measureof the time necessaryfor the nucleation
rate to reach the steady-statevalue, Is, and s is an integer.
Nucleation is a random phenomenon.If the probability
of finding m nucleii of super-critical size within a time
interval can be describedby a Poissondistribution, the
probability ofdiscovering the first nucleus(m : l), P, in a
samplewith a volume, V , can be derived as a function of
time, t (Toschevet al., 1972):

P: r -

"* (-f rc)vdr).

(z)

Toschev et al. (1972)showed that the P-t relations can
be estimatedfrom Equations(l) and (2), if valuesof Is, z
and y are known. Examples are given in Figure 6 for
steady-state and transient nucleation. It is seen from
Figure 6 that the range of random nucleation in which
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STA]ENUCLEATION
STEADY
l o v = 1 0 0s e c - l
T = 0sec

appropriate cations and oxygen atoms, and the reaction
between clusters in silicate liquids may be regarded as
addition/removal of the minimum unit to/from a minerallike cluster which does not usually correspond to a
polymer species.The validity of this assumptionwill be
discussedlater basedon the experimentalresults.
Discussion

A delay in phase appearancein the previous experi(b)
ments can be interpreted in one of two ways; (1) slow
]RANSIENT NUCLEATION
growth of new particles and (2) delay in nucleation. The
I sec-l
loV =
time for the growth of a nucleusto a visible size estimated
r =1000sec
from the data of the growth rates of diopside and anorthite grown from their own melts (Kirkpatrick et a/.,
1976)is much less than the incubation time of the phase
appearancein the present experiments for a given AT
(Table 3). This suggeststhat the delay in the appearance
I (sec)
of crystals in the present experiments is due to the delay
Fig. 6. Examplesof calculatednucleationprobability,P, asa in nucleation. It should be noted that some nucleation in
functionof time,t, determined
from Eqs.(l) and(2)with a given the experimentsis heterogeneous,becausethe crystals
supercooling.
dP/dtis alsogivenasdashedlines.(a)Steady-state sometimesgrow from the Pt-wires or the h-Au capsule
nucleation.(b) Transientnulceation.
walls.
Only the nucleation of the primary phases(diopside in
Dissand Di6a,and anorthite in Diso)will be discussedhere
somesamplescontaina nucleusand somedo not, is wider becausethe residual liquid composition has been changed
for steady-statenucleation than for transient nucleation. and usually is heterogeneousdue to compositional gradiIf nucleation takes place heterogeneouslyon a sub- ents at the time of the nucleation of the second phases
strate, and the "wetting" between the substrateand the (Tsuchiyama, in preparation).
nucleus is good, the steady-staterate of heterogeneous
nucleation becomes much greater than that of homoge- Nucleation randomness in the isothermal crystallineous nucleation. It is expected from the expression for zation experiments
the incubation time (Toschev, 1973)that the incubation
As shown in Figure 6, it is expected that steady-state
time is practically unchanged, but becomes small if the nucleation takes place with a wider range of random
wetting becomesextremelygood.
nucleation than does transient nucleation. If the first
nucleus is actually discovered in the time interval beApplication of the nucleation theory to silicate
tween h and tl, the time width of the randomnucleation,
Iiquids
W, and the meanincubationtime, t*, can be expressedas
The above nucleation theory treats liquids with simple follows;
structures.The problem, therefore, is whether the as(3)
W: (tr - td/(tr + to)
sumption of the reaction between i-mer clusters is still
valid for nucleation in silicate liquids. In other words, and
what is the minimum unit of the cluster? Raman spectro(4)
r*=(tr+tdlz.
scopic studies suggest that "monomer", "dimer",
"chain", "sheet" and "3-dimensionalnetwork" species
of TOa tetrahedra (T : Si, Al, and other small cations)
Table 3. Growth rates of diopside and anorthite from their
can be distinguishedin silicatemelts (Mysenet al.,1980).
own melts, R, (Kirkpatrick et al., 1976),times for the growth
Although these species in the melts are supposed to
of the nuclei to visible sizes(10 pm), tro, and incubationtimes
correspondto silicate minerallike clusters, many of them
as a function of degree of supercooling,AT.
are not the same as those in the structures of silicate
minerals. Simulation of MgSiOt melts by molecular
Diopside
A n o rt h i t e
I n c u b a t io n
I n c u b a t io n
dynamicsshowsthat chainlike polymersof SiOatetrahet
i
m
e
^T
R
tto
u l o t iomi se o
DiSo
Di64
"
dra do not imply the existence of the same infinite SiO4
cmlminnin
min
min
min
cm/nin min
chains as those in pyroxenes (Matsui and Kawamura,
1 0 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 3 1 5 0 0 - 4 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 - 4 5 0 0 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 3 > > 1 0 0 0 0
o
.
2
0
.
0
0
5
3
0
0
4
0
0
0
1
1
0
9
0
0
0
.
0
3
0
.
0
3
15 0 0
1980). Furthermore the structures of the melts are not
40 0.4
0,003
65- 900
25- 300
0.08 0.01
200
0
.
7
8
0
0
.
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
0
2
.
5
6
5
0
.
2
0
.
0
0
5
5
0-70
static. From this viewpoint, the minimum unit of the
0.001
0.7- 25
150 1
0.8
0.00i
65
cluster may be composed of a TOa tetrahedron with
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These can be estimatedfrom Equations (l) and (2) by
calculating to and t1, and are shown graphically in the IeV
- z diagram (Fig. 7). In this calculation t0 and
tr are the
times at which the first nucleus is discoveredwith the
probabilitiesP = 0.03 and P : 0.97. Figure 7 showsthat
W is a function of only I6Vr and increasewith decreasing
IsVr. When IsVr < 1, steady-statenucleationtakesplace,
and when Isyr >> l, transient nucleationtakes place.
I6Vr is a measureof steady-stateor transientnucleation.
The mean incubation time, t*, is related to I6Vr and thus
W, t* = 1/I6Vfor IsVr < I (steady-statenucleation,W l), and is approximately proportional to r for IsVr >> |
(transientnucleation,W - 0).
In the isothermal crystallization experiments with ptwire loops, the rangeof randomnucleationof diopsideis
wide (Figs. 2a and 3a)whereasthat of anorthite is narrow
(Fig. 4a). According to the above model, this indicates
that steady-statenucleation takes place for diopside (I6Vr
< l), whereas transient nucleation takes place for anorthite (Igyr >> l). The values of W and t* can be roughly
estimated from the experimental results; for example at
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Fig. 8. (a) Probabilityof findingdiopsidecrystals,P, plotted
againstrun duration, t, in the isothermalcrystallization
experiments,
in whichstartinggelswith the compositionsimilar
to Di66aremeltedat 1360!2"Cfor 3 hoursbeforedroppingto the
( T :70!2'C). EachP is obtained
crystallization
temperature
by 3l-35runs.(b)ln(l-P)plottedagainst
t according
to Equation
(5).
\a

..,9

LT : 70"C,W - 0.9 and t* - 130min for the nucleation
of diopsidein Dis6,W - 0.9 and t* - 60 min in Di6a,and
W - 0.2 and t* - 80 min for that of anorthite in Di5s.
Rangesof IsV and r estimatedfrom the above values of W
\Y$
and t* are given in Figure 7 (becausethe data for Di6aare
plotted closeto thosefor Dis6,they are not plotted in this
.. .i
Di(0i80)
figure for simplicity). The value of IsVrfor diopside (IsVr
< l) is lessthan that for anorthite(I6Vr > 104).This result
indicates that the total free energy changeof nucleation,
ASAZ, for diopside is greaterthan that for anorthite or the
Pt
ti
t\
surface tension, o, for diopside is less than that for
0031-.._../ 1
|
anorthite in the experiments, because I6Vr is approximately proportionalto exp(-Kd(ASAO2) accordingto
classical
nucleationtheory (K is a cgnstant).
log r (sec)
To investigaterandom nucleationin more detail, addiFig. 7. The measureof the nucleationrandomness,W : (tr tional experiments were carried out using gel starting
td/ (tr + to), and the mean incubation time, t* = (\ + ts)12,
material with Dfuo composition. All the charges were
shown graphically as a function of IeV and z. Discrepancy
between the values of t* and l/I6V when Igyr < I is due to melted at 1360r2'C for 3 hours and rapidly dropped to
: 70t2"C.31 to
taking to = t(P = 0.03) and tr : t(P -- 0.97). The hatched areas the crystallizationtemperaturewith LT
35
samples
were
given
examined
for a
run duration to
indicate the regions of IsV-r estimated from the experimental
results of diopside nucleation for Dis6 and anorthite nucleation obtain the nucleation probability, P. The results are
for Di56,respectively, at A,T= 70'C. The hatchedarrow indicates shown in Figure 8a. It is evident from Figure 6 that
the effect of heterogeneousnucleation on the wall of pt-Au
steady-statenucleationoccurs (z < I min). For steadycapsules.
state nucleation the nucleation rate is not a function of
o^

)_
.\

x
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time, and Equation (2) is reduced to the following expres- greater chance to nucleate heterogeneouslyon the capslon:
sule walls than it does on the Pt-wires becausethe contact
with the capsule is much greater than that with the
area
-IoVt.
(5)
ln(l
P) :
wires, so that Ie becomeslarger. The smaller incubation
The ln(l - P) vs. t plot of the results shows a considerable time and narrower region of random nucleation in the
scatter, but the points can be approximately fitted by a experiments (Fig. 2c) can be explained by the larger Is
straight line given by the steady-staterelation, Equation (see arrow in Fig. 7). It has been believed without any
(5) (Fig. 8b). From the slope of the line in Figure 8b, Is evidence that homogeneousnucleation takes place precan be calculated approximately as 1.3+0.5 x 10-2 dictably (Donaldson,1979).On the contrary, however, it
sec-l cm-3 (diameterof the sample is about 0.15 cm). becomesevident from the present results that the nucleThis value is consistentwith the value of Io (-1 x l0-2 ation becomesmore predictablewith increasingheterogesec-l cm-3, Fig. 7) derived from the mean incubation neous nature of the nucleation.
time at AT: 70"Cin Figure 2a.
Effect of cooling rate
Effect of LT
Strictly speaking, for transient nucleation the reaction
Becausesteady-statenucleationis consideredto take betweeni-mer clusters must be solved by taking temperaplace for diopside, the mean incubation time, t*, for ture into account as a function of time if a liquid is
diopside nucleation should be inversely proportional to Is continuouslycooled. However, becausea solutionis not
(t* : l/Isy). The decreaseof the delay in the nucleation available at present, only steady-statenucleation will be
of diopside can be explained qualitatively by classical considered.In this casethe nucleationrate, I, in Equation
nucleation theory. With increasing AT, Ie increases for (2) is determined by only AT which is proportional to
relatively small AT, so that tx and thus the delay de- time, t, if a liquid is cooled with a constant rate, T. By
crease. Becausethe value of Is in Dis6 can be estimated putting the AT-t relation into Equation (2) we obtain
from the observed value of t* obtained from Figure 2a
(Fie. 7), one can estimate the nucleation probability, P,
oor. (6)
P: r "*n(-ui f",on)
from Equation (5). The estimated P is given in the
temperature-time diagram along with the experimental
It is seenfrom Equation (6) that if a liquid is cooled to a
results in Figure 9a. It is clear that only a few charges
temperaturewith a given AT, P decreaseswith increasing
contain diopside in the region where P < l0% and all the cooling rate; that is, the nucleationtemperaturedecreases
chargescontain diopside in the region where P > mVo.
with increasingcooling rate. The results in the continuous
For anorthite nucleation, on the other hand, the mean
cooling experiments are qualitatively consistent with
incubation time should be proportional to r because Equation (6). One can estimate P from Equation (6) and
transient nucleation is consideredto take place. AccordIo(AZ) already estimated in the isothermal crystallization
ing to classical nucleation theory, r decreasesand then
experiments for Di66. The estimated P is somewhat
increases with increasing A?. This is also qualitatively
different from the experimental results (Fig. 9b). Because
consistent with the C-shaped curve of the nucleation of
of the lack of knowledge about transient nucleation, the
anorthite in Figure 4a. If this explanation is true, the probabilistic aspect of the transient nucleation cannot be
activation energy of a transport processof atoms between discussedin more detail.
liquid and minerallike clusters can be estimatedfrom the
position of the minimum delay (nose)by putting drldAT:
Effect of superheat and its duration
0 and using the values at the nose, AT : l00K and T =
The incubation time for anorthite nucleation in Di5sis
1500K, and is approximately 50 kcaVmole. This value is
unchanged for initial heating temperature greater than
comparable to the measured values of the activation
about 1400'C(Fig. 5a). According to the equilibrium size
energy of self ditrusion of Si (70 kcaVmole, Towers and
distribution of the i-mer clusters in the liquid (Boltzmann
Chipman, 1957)and AI (60 kcaVmole,Hendersonet al.,
e.g. , Toschev, 1973),the clusters are expect1961)in the system CaO-Al2O3-SiO2.Accordingly, the distribution,
ed to be composedof only monomers (i : l) at temperaassumption of the additional/removal of a TO+ tetrahetures well above the liquidus. The heating duration (3
dron to/from a cluster in silicate melts is reasonable.
hours) in the experiments is believed to be sufficient to
Uhlmann and Onorato (1979)pointed out that the ratio of
attain the equilibrium size distribution at 1400'C, as will
the temperatureat the nose, To,and the liquidus temperabe
discussedlater. The decreaseof the incubation time
ture, T1, is constantfor silicates(T"lTy: 0.77).Howevwith
decreasingthe heating temperaturecan be interpreter, the ratio for anorthite in the present experiments (Tnl
to
indicate that the liquid contains some larger clusters
ed
TL : 0.93)is significantlyhigher than 0.77.
as well as monomers in an equilibrium distribution of the
clusters at the lower temperature, or that the heating
Effect of heterogeneous nucleation
duration is not sufficient to attain equilibrium distribution
The results with the Pt-Au capsulescan be explained at the lower temperature.
by the present scheme.Diopside is expectedto have a
When the heating duration is greater than about 45 min
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continuous cooling experiments with pure diopside composition and found that diopside does not nucleateat least
until 1250'Cwith cooling rates from 10 to 300'e/hr. Their
data are also plotted in the same figure. Although it is
difficult to compare the two sets of experimentsin detail
becausethe glassesmay have been prepared differently,
it is likely that diopside formation requires less undercooling with increasing anorthite content in the liquid.
Application

Temp

(.c)

TTT and CT diagrams

or

I

ro

o,,lo,l",,I?ff

roooorooooo

Fig. 9. Comparisonbetweenthe estimatedprobability of
nucleationof diopside(in Vo)andthe resultson the delayof the
diopside nucleationfor Dis6. (a) Isothermalcrystallization
experiments.
The resultsare the sameas thosein Fig. 2a. The
probabilityis estimatedfrom Equation(5) and the observed
mean incubationtime in Fig. 2a. (b) Continuouscooling
experiments.
The resultsare the sameas thosein Fig. 2b. The
probabilityis estimatedfrom Equation(6) and the observed
mean incubation time of the isothermal crvstallization
(Fig. 2a).
experiments

at l400oc, the incubation time of the anorthite nucleation
is unchanged(Fig. 5b). This suggeststhat it takes about
45 min to attain the equilibrium size distribution in the
Di5q liquid at this temperature. The decrease of the
incubation time with decreasingheating duration in Figure 5b can be explained by the original starting glass
having some larger clusters. This is also consistent with
the observation that very tiny crystals are usually observed in quenched basalt glasses under an electron
microscope (Kouchi, pers. comm.). The relaxation time
to reach equilibrium would be much smaller than 45 min
for the diopside nucleation because steady-statenucleation appearsto take place for diopside whereastransient
nucleation takes place for anorthite in the isothermal
crystallization experiments.

Figures2a, c,3a and 4a and Figures2b, 3b and 4b are
TTT (time-temperature-transformation) and CT (continuous cooling-transformation) diagrams, respectively,
which are commonly used to describe the behavior of
nucleation. For many metal systems, approximate crystallization behavior can be estimated only from a TTT
diagram,becauseCT curves are shifted to lower temperatures and longer times relative to the TTT curves (Shewmon, 1969).Using this idea, minimum cooling rates for
glass formation have been estimated from the TTT diagramsfor lunar samples(Uhlmann et al.,1977; Uhlmann
and Onorato, 1979).However, in the presentexperiments
the CT curves are not always shifted to lower temperatures and longer times relative to the TTT curves. Donaldson (1979)has also found non-systematicrelationships
between CT and TTT curves. As a result, estimated
cooling rates from the TTT diagrams may have large
errors. The randomness of the nucleation, the initial
superheatand its duration must be taken into account in a
more rigorous treatment.
Cooling rate estimation by dynamic crystallization
experiments

There have been many sets ofexperiments reproducing
rock textures or mineral zoning to estimate cooling rate
duringcrystallization(e.g., Donaldsonet al., 1975; Grove
and Bence, 1977;Grove and Walker, 1977;Walkeret al.,
1978;Tsuchiyamaet a/., 1980).If nucleationtakes place
with a wide range of randomnessduring cooling as in the
present experiments, the textures and the zoning should
be diferent in diferent runs even at the same cooling
rate, becausethe nucleation temperature(and thus AZ) is
different. What can be estimatedfrom the textures or the
zoning pattern, then, is not cooling rate but nucleation
temperature(Tsuchiyama, in prep.).
As already discussed, the width of the random nucleEffect of liquid composition on diopside nucleation, W, is related to the magnitude of IsVz for the
ation
isothermal crystallization (Fig. 7). When crystallization
Figure 10 showsthe nucleation temperaturesplotted on takes place during cooling, the randomness cannot be
the phasediagramofthe diopside-anorthitejoin. Because evaluated for a given sample, as already mentioned.
of the random nucleation, onset and termination of the However, from the analogy of the isothermal crystallizafirst nucleation are shown by solid and open circles, tion the range of random nucleation might be wide if the
respectively. For compositions with less diopside than value of Is is relatively small or the relaxation in liquids is
Diss, the nucleation temperatures are subparallel to the relatively rapid. It appearslikely from the published data
diopside liquidus. Kirkpatrick et al. (1981) carried out (Walker et al., 1976; Grove and Bence, 1977; Grove,
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Fig. 10. Onset (solid circles) and termination (open circles) of the first nucleation of diopside obtained from the present
experiments with Pt-wire loops (Figs. 2a, 3a and 4a) plotted in the phase diagram of the diopside-anorthite join. (a) Nucleation
temperaturescorrespondingto the three incubation times (1,000, 100and l0 min). (b) Nucleation temperaturescorrespondingto the
three cooling rates (1, l0 and 100"C/hr).The experimental results that nucleation temperatureof diopside in the pure diopside melt
cooledwith l0-300'C/hr is at least less than 1250'C(Kirkpatricket al.,l98l) are also given.

1978;Donaldson,1979)that the nucleationusually takes
place with a narrow range of randomness. However,
these data except for Donaldson (1979)were obtained by
experiments using Fe capsules, where heterogeneous
nucleationcan take place on Fe blebs or the capsulewalls
(Donaldsonet al., 1975).The heterogeneousnucleation
leads to an increase in 16and thus a decreasein W. The
results of Donaldson (1979)mieht be due to a large 16for
olivine in his experiments.
Some authors may believe that the range of random
nucleationis determinedmainly by the mineral itself. For
example, Lofgren (1980)pointed out the wide ranges of
random nucleation of feldspars. However, the nucleation
of anorthite in the present isothermal crystallization experiments shows that the range of random nucleation is
narrow (Fig. 4a). It seems that randomness can be
determined by both the mineral and the liquid, probably
through Is and r.
Effect of superheat and its duration on rock
textures

son, 1979)that the nucleation is strongly affected by the
initial superheat.In fact, fasciculate texture and porphyritic texture were produced from a eucrite basalt melt
with the same cooling rate with small and large initial
superheat, respectively (Walker et al., 1978). From a
chondrule melt no crystalline phase appears with large
initial superheat whereas olivine appears at the same
cooling rate with small initial superheat(Tsuchiyamaand
Nagahara,1981).
The above results can be explained by the dependence
of the equilibrium size distribution of the clusters in
liquids on temperature or slow relaxation to equilibrium.
However, these effects are not distinguishableif the rate
of relaxation is not known. The presentexperiments(Fig.
5b) show that the time for the relaxation of the Di5sliquid
is approximately 45 min at 1400"C.If the values of the
relaxation time in other silicate liquids are similar in order
of magnitudeto that of the Di5eliquid, durations of initial
superheatgreater than about I hour, which is usually the
case in dynamic crystallization experiments, are sufficient to attain equilibrium. In terrestrial and lunar magmas equilibrium is probably attained before eruption. On
the other hand, relaxation in liquids is very important for
rapid crystallization followed by instantaneous melting
such as chondrule crystallization.

Lofgren (1980) pointed out that textures are strongly
affectedby whether liquids are cooled from super-or subliquidus conditions, that is, whether crystalline precursors are absent or present. Even when liquids are cooled
from super-liquidus temperatures without any visual
crystalline precursors, the superheattemperature and its Relative ease and reversal of mineral nucleation
duration may also affect textures and their phase assemIn our experimentsdiopside nucleatesbefore anorthite
blages. It is clear from the anorthite nucleation in the from the Di6a liquid, which is very near the eutectic
presentexperimentsand from olivine nucleation (Donald- composition (Fig" 3), and reversal of nucleation of diop-
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side and anorthite occurs for Di5s at relatively large AT
(Fig. 4a). Furthermore, the glass + forsterite + diopside
* anorthite assemblageproduced from Dissin the continuous cooling experiments and its texture (porphyritic
texture with forsterite phenocrysts) strongly suggestthat
forsterite nucleatesprior to diopside. There are also many
examplesof reversal of mineral nucleation (Grove, 1978;
Zheng and Yeh, 1979;Naney and Swanson, 1980;Kirkpatrick et al., l98l; Tsuchiyamaand Nagahara, l98l).
The relative ease and the reversal of mineral nucleation
are important for igneouspetrology. Modes of minerals in
natural igneousrocks have been discussedin terms of the
relative ease of mineral nucleation (Wager, 1959;
Hawkes, 1967;Naney and Swanson,1980).
From the previous experimentaldata mentionedabove,
the order of the relative ease of mineral nucleation
appearsto be olivine > pyroxene > feldspar - qtartz.
This order is same as that pointed out by Wager (1959)
and Hawkes (1967).However, it should be noted that the
relative easeof mineral nucleation cannot be determined
only by the mineral itself but must also be related to the
liquid. In fact, the mean incubation time of diopside
nucleationfrom Di6sGig. 2a) is about the sameas that of
anorthite nucleation from Di5s @ig. 4a), although diopside nucleatesmore easily than anorthite in Di6aGig. 3).
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account equilibrium size distribution of crystal embryos
with subcritical sizes in the liquid. Relaxation of Di5s melt
takes about 45 min at 1400'C.
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